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In this paper we derive second-order asymptotic results for matrices
n 1 2p
tr f op s s f s x , u du dx .  . .H Hn 2p 0 0
`log n
y qq U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f  .  . . r r24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f q o log n .4 .  . .r r
as n ª `, where the function U is given by an explicit formula, and the symbol
 . w xs x, u is a function defined on 0, 1 = T. More precisely, the main result of this
 .paper describes the second-order asymptotics of the trace of f op s , where fn
belongs to a suitable class of functions. Here op s is the matrix given byn
j 1 j2p
s , j y k s s , u exp yi j y k u du , j, k s 0, 1, . . . , n. . .Ã H /  /n 2p n0
Matrices of the above form can be thought of as variable-coefficient Toeplitz
matrices, or a discrete analogue of a pseudodifferential operator. Ideas from
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let T be the unit circle and let s x, u be a bounded function defined
w x  .on 0, 1 = T. Assuming that s x, u is Lebesgue-integrable in u , let
1 2p yi jus x , j s s x , u e du .  .Ã H2p 0
 .denote the jth Fourier variable coefficient of s x, u . To the function s
we associate, for any nonnegative integer n, the finite matrix op s :n
j
op s [ s , j y k , j, k s 0, 1, . . . , n.Ãn  / /n
Matrices of this form can be thought of as variable-coefficient Toeplitz
matrices, or a discrete analogue of pseudodifferential operators. The aim
of this paper is to find the second-order asymptotic formula for the trace
 .of f op s :n
tr f op s s c n q c log n q o log n , 1.1 .  .  .n 1 2
where c , c are constants and each has an explicit formula. It, of course,1 2
yields information about determinants by choosing f to be a logarithm and
gives qualitative information about the limiting behavior of the eigenvalues
of op s as n ª `.n
 .  .The very first result of type 1.1 in the case when s x, u is continuous
and real-valued, getting the first-order asymptotics, is in a paper by Kac,
w x  . Murdock, and Szego 6, Chap. II . If s x, u is independent of x op sÈ n
. w xreduces to a Toeplitz matrix , the result yields a theorem of Szego 9 . TheÈ
higher-order asymptotic trace formula for the Toeplitz matrices of piece-
w x  .wise-continuous symbols is in a paper by Basor 1 with o log n replaced
 .  .by a constant plus o 1 in 1.1 . A sharp form of Basor's result in
 .connection with 1.1 , wherein the symbols are only required to be of
w xbounded variation, is in Fu 3 . It is well known that the continuous
analogue of op s is intimately connected with various problems in proba-n
bility theory and statistics. The Wiener]Hopf version and pseudodifferen-
 . w xtial analogue of 1.1 are given in papers by Widom 11, 12 .
 .To state the main result, let BV denote the set of functions s x, u on
w x0, 1 = T smooth in x for all u and bounded variation in u for each x
with the total variation bounded uniformly in x and the jump discontin-
5 5 5  .5uity points independent of x. Let s [ sup s x, u , whereBV BVx
5  .5 5 5s ?, u is the bounded variation norm in u , and let s [BV `
<  . <  q.  y.sup ess sup s x, u and let s x, u , s x, u denote the limit as u ª ux u r r r
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 .  q.  y.from the two sides. Finally, we denote s x [ s x, u y s x, u . It isr r r
` <  . < 5 5obvious that  max s x F s .BVrs1 x r
 .  < < 5 5THEOREM. For s g BV and any f l analytic on l g C: l F s q`
` <  . <4 max s x , we ha¨e the following asymptotics of the traces of operatorsrs1 x r
 .f op s :n
n 1 2p
tr f op s s f s x , u du dx .  . .H Hn 2p 0 0
`log n
y qq U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  . . r r24p rs1
q U s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f q o log n , 1.2 .  . .  . .r r
where U is gi¨ en by an explicit formula:
f 1 y t a q bt y 1 y t f a q tf b .  .  .  . .1
U a, b; f s dt. . H t 1 y t .0
Here is a rough sketch of the proof. We will first pro¨e a lemma, which
 .requires this piece of notation. Let PC denote the set of functions s x, u on
w x0, 1 = T smooth in x and piecewise smooth in u , with the jump discontinuity
points independent of x.
LEMMA. For s g PC and nonnegati¨ e integers m, the following asymp-
 .m mtotics of the traces for the operator op s y op s holds:n n
m mtr op s y op s . .n n
1 m ms tr op s 0, u y op s 0, u .  . . .n n2
1 m mq tr op s 1, u y op s 1, u q O 1 1.3 .  .  .  . . .n n2
 .  .as n ª ` where O 1 depends on m.
 4RIf u denotes the set of jump discontinuities, applying Basor'sr rs1
w xformula 1 to the lemma, one has the following asymptotics:
m mtr op s y op s . .n n
Rlog n
y qs U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f  .  . . r r m24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f q o log n , 1.44  .  . .  . .r r m
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 . mwhich is the special case of the theorem when f l s l and s g PC.m
 .The present work is mainly devoted to the proof of the extension of 1.4
for s g BV.
 .For s having infinite many jumps, one speculates that formula 1.4
holds except when the finite sum is replaced by an infinite sum, which
should still converge. This takes the following account. First, the quantity
m mop s y op s .n n 1lim sup 1.5 .
log nnª`
would be bounded and the sum is expected to converge in some sense
5 5 .? denotes the trace norm . The next concern is: What are the esti-1
 .mates of a reasonable bound for quantity 1.5 and the infinite sum in
terms of s ? Answers to this question leads to an idea as to how the main
result is obtained using approximation of symbols in BV with symbols in
PC.
 .As for quantity 1.5 , it is necessary to look at the case m s 2, and the
following will be proved:
5 5op s op s y op s op s 1n 2 n 1 n 1 n 2 A AA Alim sup F 4 s s , 1.6 .1 2log nnª`
where
1r2`
2A A 5 5 < <s [ s q max s .` r /xrs1
 .In connection with 1.5 , the operator op s op s y op s op s givesn 2 n 1 n 1 n 2
 .  .  .rise to three operators H s , J s , T s , s which have the following1 2
definitions: Let l 2q denote the space of square summable complex se-
quences over positive integers and let P : l 2qª l 2q be given byn
 .  .P f , f , f , . . . s f , f , f , . . . , f , 0, . . . . Let ran P denote the rangen 0 1 2 0 1 2 n n
of P . Then letn
 . 2qH s : ran P ª l be defined byn
` j¡
s , j q k q 1 f , 0 F j F n ,Ã` k /~ n 4H s f s . k ks0ks0 ¢0, j G n q 1,
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 . 2qlet J s : ran P ª l be defined byn
` j¡
s , j y k y 1 y n f , 0 F j F n ,Ã` k /~ n 4J s f s . k ks0ks0 ¢0, j G n q 1,
 .and let T s , s : ran P ª ran P be given by the matrix kernel1 2 n n
1 j k j2p
s , u s , u y s , u exp yi j y k u du . . .H 1 2 2 /  /  / /2p n n n0
  .Note that H s can be thought of as a variable-coefficient Hankel matrix
 .right-multiplied by P . The pseudodifferential version of T s , s is givenn 1 2
w x .in 11 . Various norm estimates for these operators are essential because
of the following identity:
op s s y op s op s * .n 1 2 n 1 n 2
t ts yT s , s q H s H s q J s J s , .  .  . .  .Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .where t denotes the transposition, and we denote s x, u [ s x, yuÄ
 iu .we always identify u with e . The crucial fact is that op s op s yn 1 n 2
 .  . t  .  . top s op s can be replaced by H s H s q J s J s within aÄ Än 1 n 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .negligible error, because T s , s and op s y op s * are of trace class1 2 n n
 .  .as n ª ` which will be proved, where s x, u denotes the complex
conjugate of s . What we do next is to show
2
H s . 2
lim sup 1.7 .
log nnª`
5 5 .is bounded ? denotes the Hilbert]Schmidt norm . This is probably the2
 .most difficult and crucial estimate in showing the boundedness of 1.5 .
w x  .  .Using an idea presented in 3 for the Hankel version of H s in 1.7 , the
 .difficulty is overcome by a thoerem of Wiener, and quantity 1.7 is shown
A A  .to be bounded by an absolute constant times s Lemma 5.2 .
The question concerning the infinite sum in the asymptotics is answered
A A and the sum is shown to be bounded by a constant times s Lemma
. A A6.4 . What is so special about these estimates involving the norm ? in
question is not only the fact that PC is dense in BV under this norm, but
 A A.also BV, ? forms a Banach algebra. There might be other norms that
A Ahave these features. However, it is this norm ? that makes everything
w xwork. This norm was first discovered in 3 for symbols defined on a circle,
in which case s is independent of x. We show that it works equally well
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for s in BV. All this allows us to approximate the symbols in BV with
 .symbols in PC so that the main result, in the case when f l is a
polynomial, is deduced from the lemma without difficulty. The main result
for a suitable class of f is then obtained using functional calculus and
Runge's approximation theorem for analytic functions.
Here is an outline of this paper. The current section defines the
 .problem with a bit of historical background , states the main result as a
theorem, establishes some notation, and gives an indication of the proof of
the theorem. Section 2 establishes basic estimates of the operator norms
 .  .  .and trace norms of H s , J s , and T s , s . Section 3 proves the1 2
 .lemma Lemma 3.1 . Incidentally, all the work done in Sections 2 and 3 is
concerned with symbols of PC. Section 4 shows the extension of some of
the estimates established in Section 2. In particular, the operators
 .  .T s , s , op s y op s * are shown to remain in the trace class for1 2 n n
symbols of BV by virtue of the continuity of the map s ª op s . Section 5n
A Aestablishes the norm ? under which BV is a norm algebra. Moreover,
some of the crucial estimates in connection with the Hilbert]Schmidt
 .norm of H s and the U function in the infinite sum are also established.
A ASection 6 proves the fact that PC is dense in BV under the norm ? .
 . mAlso, the theorem in a special case for f l s l is established. Finally,
the main result is deduced.
To end the introduction, we fix some notation that will be used through-
 iu .out this paper. Let t : T ª R be given by t e s ur2p y 1r2. For
s g BV, we define
`
t u [ t u y u , c x [ s x , u y s x t u , .  .  .  .  .  .r r r r
rs1
 4  .where u is a collection of discontinuities jumps of s in u and s isr r
defined as before. We always use the notation A ' B for operators A and
5 5  .  .B depending on the parameter n if A y B s O 1 as n ª ` . Finally,1
we drop the subscript n for op s and write our operator ``op s '' simplyn
throughout the paper.
2. BASIC ESTIMATES
In this section we are going to establish various basic estimates needed
later to prove the lemma in Section 3. Much of the work will consist of
estimation of operator norms and trace norms of various operators defined
in Section 1. Here is some of the notation used in this section. ­ , ­ 2, ­ 3
denote first, second, and third partial derivatives. Moreover, PCC denotes
a subset of PC with s continuous in u .
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 . 5 5  .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose s g PC. Then i op s s O 1 and ii
5  .5  .  .H s s O 1 as n ª ` .
Proof. We first consider the case when s g PCC. For 0 F j, k F n,
n <  . < n <  . <both  s jrn, j y k and  s jrn, j y k are majorized byÃ Ãks0 js0
` <  . < max s x, k , which will converge since s is continuous in u andÃksy` x
<  . <twice integration by parts shows that max s x, k is bounded by aÃx
constant times ky2 . It follows from the proof of a well-known theorem
p 5 5about the boundedness of integral operators on L space that op s s
 .  4RO 1 . Now, if s has finite jumps in u , say u , s has the representationr rs1
R
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , 2.1 .  .  .  .  . r r
rs1
where, for each fixed r, t has a jump at u and c g PCC. Applying op tor r
 . 5 5 5 5 R 5  .52.1 and taking the norm, we have op s F op c q  op s t .rs1 r r
Also
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5op s t s op s op t F op s op t F s t F s . . ` ` `r r r r r r r r
 .Thus, assertion i is established.
 . 5  .5  .A close examination of the proof of i shows that H s s O 1 in the
 .  .  .case when s g PCC. We notice that the operator H s t s op s H t ,r r r r
 .  .where op s is a diagonal matrix and H t is a Hankel operator right-r r
 .multiplied by the projection P . By applying H to 2.1 , taking the norm,n
5  .5 5 5  .and using the fact that H t F t , assertion ii is established.`r r
5  .5  .PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose s g PCC. Then H s s O 1 .1
Proof. Since s g PCC, integration by parts shows that s jrn, j q k qÃ
.  .  .y21 is bounded by a constant C s depending on s times j q k q 1 .
 .We now decompose the matrix H s into n q 1 rank one matrices M ,j
 .each of which has exactly the same elements as H s at the jth row and
 . n 5 5zero elsewhere. So H s s  M . M is equal to the unique eigen-1js0 j j
U n 2 1r2  . .value of M M , which is precisely  s jrn, j q k q 1 . WeÃ’ j j ks0
have
1r2n n ` 1
5 5H s F M F C s .  .  11 j 4 /j q k q 1 .js0 js0 ks0
s O 1 , n ª `, .
as desired.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose s g PC. Then:
 . 5  .5  .1 If s ¨anishes at zero in x, H s s O 1 .1
 . 5  .5  .2 If s ¨anishes at one in x, J s s O 1 .1
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 .Proof. 1 It is enough to consider a convenient symbol s such that
 .the kernel of H s is
`j j 1 j
s , j q k q 1 s s exp y j q k q 1 s ds. 2.2 .  . .Ã H /n n j q k q 1 n0
 .  . R  .  .  4RWe can write s x, u s c x, u q  s x t u , denoting u thers1 r r r rs1
jump discontinuities of s in u . Because s vanishes at zero we write
s s xs . So, we have1
R
H s F H c q op s x , u H xt . .  .  .  .1 1 1 r r 1
rs1
5  .5 5 5 5  .5  .Clearly, op s x, u F s and H c s O 1 , by Proposition 2.2. It` 11 r 1
5  .5  .  .remains to show H xt s O 1 in question. But the kernel of H xt1r r
 .  .  .has the form of 2.2 . Thus we shall prove H s with kernel 2.2 is trace
 .  .   . .class. Let us write K j, k s jrn exp y j q k q 1 s . Then the operators
K acting on l 2q is rank one with its image spanned bys
j¡ yj se , 0 F j F n ,~g j s . n¢0, j ) n.
5 5 1 . 5  .5 ` 5 5We shall show that K g L 0, ` since H s F H K ds. We have1s 0 s
1r2 1r22n `j
5 5K F exp y2 js exp y2 k q 1 s .  . . s 2  / /njs0 ks0
1r22 1r2` `j
F exp y2 js exp y2 sy dy .  . H2  / /n 0js1
1r22n1 j
F exp y2 js . 2.3 .  . 2’  /n2 s js0
 .Applying the Euler]Maclaurin's summation formula to the sum in 2.3 ,
we get the following estimate:
1r22n j
y2 jse 2 /njs0
1r21r21r2n n1 f n .
F f x dx q f 9 x dx q , 2.4 .  .  .H H /  /  /2 20 0
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 .  2 2 . y2 s xwhere f x s x rn e . Let us denote
1r2
n1
K s s f x dx , .  .H1  /2 s 0
1r2
n1 1
K s s f 9 x dx , .  .H2  /2 2 s 0
1r21 f n .
K s s . .3  /2 s
 .  .It follows from 2.3 and 2.4 that
` ` ` `
5 5K ds F K s ds q K s ds q K s ds. 2.5 .  .  .  .H H H Hs 1 2 3
0 0 0 0
`  .  .We now estimate each H K s ds i s 1, 2, 3 . By changing variable sx ª t,0 i
we have
1r2 1r22 2n snx t
y2 s x y2 te dx s e dtH H2 2 3 /  /n n s0 0
1r2
`1
2 y2 tF t e dtH3r2  /ns 0
1 1
s . 2.6 .3r22 ns
 .  .It follows from 2.5 and 2.6 that
` `1rn
K s ds s K s ds q K s ds .  .  .H H H1 1 1
0 0 1rn
`1 1 1 31rn’F n ds q ds s .H H 2’ ’ ’s2 s 2 2 ? n 2 20 1rn
`  .  . 2 y2 y2 s xTo verify that H K s ds - `, we notice that f x s x n e is mono-0 2
w y1 .  y1 .tonic increasing on 0, s and monotonic decreasing on s , ` . There-
fore, if n G sy1, we have
n n y22 e1rs y1f 9 x dx s f 9 x dx y f 9 x dx F 2 f s s . 2.7 .  .  .  .  .H H H 2
0 0 1rs ns .
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On the other hand, if n - sy1, we have
n n
y2 snf 9 x dx s f 9 x dx s e . 2.8 .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  .It follows from 2.7 and 2.8 that
` `1rn
K s ds s K s ds q K s ds .  .  .H H H2 2 2
0 0 1rn
y2
`1 2 e1rn yn s y1r2 y3r2F e s ds q s dsH H /’ n2 0 1rn
1 1 4ey2
F q ª 0 as n ª `. /’ ’ ’2 2 n n
Finally, we have
` ` `1 1 G 1r2 .yn s y1r2 ys y1r2K s ds F e s ds F e s ds s . .H H H3 ’ ’ ’2 2 2 2 2 20 0 0
 .This concludes the proof of assertion 1 .
 .  .  . 2 Assertion 2 can be deduced from assertion 1 . If we define the
. 2q 2q  .so-called flip operator W : l ª l given by W f , f , f , . . . sn n 0 1 2
 .   .  .f , . . . , f , f , f , 0, . . . , it is easy to verify that W H s 1 y x, u s J s .Än 2 1 0 n
 . 5   .5  .Hence, assertion 2 is established by the fact that H s 1 y x, u s O 1Ä 1
5 5and W s 1.n
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. If s g PCC, then op s ' op s *.
 .Proof. By the mean value theorem, the kernel of op s y op s * is
j k
s , j y k y s , j y kÃ Ã /  /n n
j y k¡ 2p
­ s j , u exp yi j y k u du , j / k , . . .H x j , k~s 2p n 0¢0, j s k ,
w xwhere j g 0, 1 . For j / k, integration by parts shows thatj, k
j k C s .
s , j y k y s , j y k F , 2.9 .Ã Ã /  / < <n n j y k n
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 . 5 2 5 R 5  q.where C s is an absolute constant times ­ ­ s q  ­ ­ s x, u`u x rs1 u x r
 y. 5  4Ry ­ ­ s x, u with possible discontinuities u of ­ s . Notice that`u x r r rs1 u
 .the matrix op s y op s * has zero on the main diagonal. We write the
matrix as the sum of the upper and lower triangle matrices U and L with
respect to the main diagonal. We have
5 5 5 5 5 5op s y op s * F U q L . . 1 1 1
5 5  . 5 5  .We shall prove U s O 1 , the proof of L s O 1 being entirely1 1
n  .  .analogous, we write U s  M , where each M is an n q 1 = n q 1js0 j j
matrix with the jth row exactly the same as the jth row of U and zero
elsewhere. Since each M is of rank one operator, its trace norm is equalj
U  .to the unique eigenvalue of M M . By the estimate 2.9 , we have’ j j
1r22n j k
5 5M s s , j y k y s , j y kÃ Ã1j  /  / /n nksjq1
1r2nC s 1 C s .  .
F F . 2 /n nj y k .ksjq1
5 5 ny1 5 5  .Thus, we have U F  M s O 1 as n ª `. The proof is com-1 1js0 j
plete.
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. If s g PC, then op s ' op s *.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, for all discontinu-
 4R  .  . R  .  .ities u of s , we have s x, u s c x, u q  s x t u . Accord-r rs1 rs1 r r r
ingly,
R R




5 5 5 5 5 5op s y op s * F op c y op c * q op s t y op s t * . .  . . 1 1 1r r r r
rs1
5  . 5  .By Proposition 2.4, op c y op c * s O 1 . So Proposition 2.5 will fol-1
5  . 5  .low if we show op s t y op s t * s O 1 for each fixed jump. The1r r r r
 .proof takes two steps. We first consider s x to be a general polynomial,r
 .then a general smooth s x .r
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 .  . d t  .Suppose d is the degree of s x . Let s x s  a x a g C .r r ts0 t t
 .Then, for j / k, the kernel of op s t y op s t * is preciselyr r r r
t t tys sy1d d tj k 1 1 j k
a y s a  t t 5 /  /  /  /n n 2p i j y k 2p in n n .ts0 ts0 ss1
 .and is, of course, zero if j s k. We write op s t y op s t * s A q B,r r r r
where the kernel of A is
tys sy1d t1 j k
a 2.10 . t  /  /2p in n nts0 ss1
and the kernel of B is
tys sy1d t1 j k
a d . 2.11 . t j , k  /  /2p in n nts0 ss1
 .We assert A is a finite rank operator. It follows from 2.10 that operator
 .A can be realized as the sum of the operators A 0 F t F d , where fort
each fixed t the kernel of A ist
tys sy1t1 j k
a .t  /  /2p in n nss1
It is easy to check that, for t s 1, the range of A is spanned by an n-tuplet
 .vector 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1 and, for t ) 1, the range of A is spanned by tt
 .  sy1 sy1 sy1.n-tuple vectors of the form 0, 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , n , where 1 F s F t,
whence A is of rank t. Moreover, it is easy to verify that ran A ; ran At t t1 2
for 1 F t - t F d. Therefore, A is of rank at most d operator. The trace1 2 ’norm of A is bounded by d times the Hilbert]Schmidt norm of A. That
’5 5 5 5  .  ..is, A F d A . Since both kernels 2.10 and 2.11 of A and B are1 2
 .5 X .5bounded by 1r2p n s x , the Hilbert]Schmidt norm of A is bounded`r
X X’ .5  .5 5 5  .5  .5by 1r2p s x . Furthermore, B s tr B*B F 1r2p s x .` 1 `r r
Hence,
’d
X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5op s t y op s t * F A q B F s x 2.12 .  . . 1 1 1 `r r r r rp
and the first step is established.
 .  .  .In what follows we denote S s s op s t y op s t *. Recalling ther r r r r
kw x  .general assumption s g C 0, 1 k G 2 , it follows from a theorem ofr
w xJackson 7 that function the s can be uniformly approximated by ar
 .  .polynomial p of degree d with a constant C k depending on k such
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5 5  k .  .5 k . 5 kthat s y p F 1rd C k s . This implies that for a fixed s g C` `r r r
 4one can find a sequence of polynomials p , where d is the degree of pd d
 Xapproximate s by an appropriate sequence of polynomials and let p ber d
.their indefinite integrals such that
1
X X kq1.5 5 5 5s y p F C k s . 2.13 .  .` `r d rkd y 1 .
 .  4It follows from 2.13 that p is a sequence converging uniformly to s .d r
 . `Now by setting q s p y p p s 0 , we have s s  q . Sinced d dy1 y1 r ds0 d
5  .5 5 5S s F 2 s , the map s ª A is continuous. Thus, we have`r r r
`
S s s S q . 2.14 .  .  .r d
ds0
 .Also it follows from 2.13 that
C k .
X X X X X kq1.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q F s y p q s y p F s` ` ` `d r d r dy1 rkd y 2 .
 .  .for d ) 2, where C k is a constant depending only k. Thus by 2.12 we
have
C k .
kq1.’5 5 5 5S q F d s . 2.15 .  .1 `d rkd y 2 .
 .  .Now fixing k s 2, taking the trace norm on 2.14 , and applying 2.15 , we
see that there is an absolute constant C such that
`
3.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S s F S q F S p q C s . .  .  .1 1 1 `r d 2 r
ds3
 .  .  .It follows from 2.12 and 2.13 that the trace norm of S p is also2
5 X 5 5 3. 5bounded by an absolute constant times s q s . Putting together,` `r r
we have
35 5 5 5 5 5op s t y op s t * F C9 ? ­ s q ­ s , .  .  .1 ` `r r r r x x
 .where C9 is an absolute constant. So step 2 is established. The proof is
complete.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose s , s g PC. Then T s , s is of trace class.1 2 1 2
Proof. Suppose both s , s g PCC. Then, by the mean value theorem1 2
and integration by parts, as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we have, for
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 . < <y1 y1j / k, the kernel of T s , s is bounded by a constant times j y k n1 2
and the kernel is zero for j s k. It follows from the proof of Proposition
 .  .2.4 that the trace norm of T s , s is O 1 . For s , s g PC l BV, we1 2 1 2
can write
R1
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , .  .  .  .1 1 1 r 1 r
rs1
R2
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , .  .  .  .2 2 2 r 2 r
rs1
where c , c are both continuous and t , t both have one jump at u1 2 1 r 2 r r
accordingly. Now we have
j k j
s , u s , u y s , u1 2 2 /  /  / /n n n
j k j
s c , u c , u y c , u1 2 2 /  /  / /n n n
R1j k j
q c , u s t u y s t u .  .1 2 r 2 r 2 r 2 r /  /  / /n n nrs1
R1 j k j
q s t u c , u y c , u . 1 r 1 r 2 2 /  /  / /n n nrs1
R R1 2j k j
q s t u s t u y s t u . .  .  . 1 r 1 r 2 r 2 r 2 r 2 r /  /  / /n n nrs1 rs1
It follows that
R2
T s , s s T c , c q T c , s t .  . 1 2 1 2 1 2 r 2 r /rs1
R R R1 1 2
q T s t , c q T s t , s t  1 r 1 r 2 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k /  /rs1 js1 ks1
R2
s T c , c q T c , s t .  .1 2 1 2 r 2 r
rs1
R R R1 2 1
q T s t , c q T s t , s t . .  .  1 r 1 r 2 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k
rs1 ks1 js1
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5  .5  .Thus, we have T c , c s O 1 . Notice that11 2
T s , t , c s op s op t c * y op t c . 2.16 .  .  . . .1 r 1 r 2 1 r 1 r 2 1 r 2
Also
T s t , s t s op s op s op t t y op t t op s .  .  . .1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k 1 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 2 k
s op s op s t t y op s t t * . 2.17 .  . . /1 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 2 k 1 j 2 k
 .  .By applying Proposition 2.5 to 2.16 and 2.17 , we have
5 5 5 5T s t , c F op s op t c * y op t c s O 1 .  .  . . 11 r 1 r 2 1 r 1 r 2 1 r 21
5 5 5 5T s t , s t F op s op s t t y op s t t * .  .  . 11 j 1 j 2 k 2 k 1 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 2 k 1 j 2 k1
s O 1 . .
5  .5  .It remains to show T c , s t s O 1 . Two applications of Proposi-11 2 r 2 r
 .tion 2.5 yield
T c , s t s op c t op s y op s op c t .  .  .1 2 r 2 r 1 2 r 2 r 2 r 1 2 r
' op c t *op s y op s op c t . .1 2 r 2 r 2 r 1 2 r
s op s c t * y op s c t ' 0. . .2 r 1 2 r 2 r 1 2 r
5  .5  .This completes the proof of T s , s s O 1 .11 2
 .  . t  .PROPOSITION 2.7. op s s y op s op s ' H s H s q J sÄ1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 . t 5  .5J s . The error incurred in the trace norm is bounded by T s , s qÄ 12 1 2
5 5 5  . 5op s op s y op s * .11 2 2
5 5  .Proof. By Proposition 2.1, op s s O 1 as n ª `. Hence, by Proposi-
 .tion 2.5, we have op s op s ' op s op s *. So op s s y op s op s '1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .op s s y op s op s *, where the error incurred in the trace norm is at1 2 1 2
5 5 5  . 5  .most op s op s y op s * . Now, the kernel of op s op s * is11 2 2 1 2
precisely
n j k
s , j y l s , l y kÃ Ã 1 2 /  /n nls0
1 j k2p
s s , u s , u exp yi j y k u du . .H 1 2 /  /2p n n0
y1 j k
y s , j y l s , l y kÃ Ã 1 2 /  /n nlsy`
` j k




s , j y l s , l y kÃ Ã 1 2 /  /n nlsy`
` j k
s s , j q l q 1 s , yl y k y 1 ,Ã Ã 1 2 /  /n nls0
 .  . twhich is the kernel of H s H s . AlsoÄ1 2
` j k
s , j y l s , l y kÃ Ã 1 2 /  /n nlsnq1
` j k
s s , j y l y 1 y n s , n q 1 q l y kÃ Ã 1 2 /  /n nls0
 .  . tis the kernel of J s J s . The kernel of op s s is preciselyÄ1 2 1 2
 . 2p  .  .   . .1r2p H s jrn, u s jrn, u exp yi j y k u du . Hence, we have the0 1 2
identity
op s s y op s op s * .1 2 1 2
t ts yT s , s q H s H s q J s J s . .  .  . .  .Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
Taking the trace norm and applying Proposition 2.6, Proposition 2.7 is
established.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose s , s g PC. Then op s op s ' op s s if1 2 1 2 1 2
 .one of the following three conditions is fulfilled: i either s or s g PCC,1 2
 . w x  .ii s s ¨anishes at both endpoints of 0, 1 , and iii s and s ha¨e no1 2 1 2
common jump discontinuities in u .
 .  .Proof. i follows from Propositions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.7, and ii follows
 . w xfrom Propositions 2.1, 2.3, and 2.7. As for iii , proceeding as in 2, p. 261 ,
since s , s have no common discontinuity in u , then for each t g T,1 2
< <there is an open neighborhood U : T such that either s or s isU Ut 1 2t t
continuous. By the compactness of T, let  c s 1 be a subordinatei i
 .smooth finite partition of unity such that supp c : U . It is obvious thati t i
each c can be written as c s f 2, where f is also smooth.i i i i
op s op s y op s s s op s op f f op s y op s f f s .1 2 1 2 1 i i 2 1 i i 2
i
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For each i, by Proposition 2.7, we have
op s op f f op s y op s f f s1 i i 2 1 i i 2
t tÄ Ä' op s op f op f q H f H f q J f J f op s .  . .  .1 i i i i i i 2 /
y op s f f s1 i i 2
s op s op f op f op s y op s f f s q R ,1 i i 2 1 i i 2
Ä t Ä t  .  .  .  . .where R s H f H f q J f J f op s . It follows from Proposi-i i i i 2
5 5  .tions 2.1 and 2.2 that R s O 1 . Also applying Proposition 2.7 to the1
operators op s op f and op f op s , we have1 i i 2
op s op f op f op s y op s f f s1 i i 2 1 i i 2
t tÄ' op s f y H s H f y J f J s .  .  .  .Ä .1 i 1 i 1 i /
=
tt Äop f s y H f H s y J s J f y op s f f s .  .  . .Ä  .i 2 i 2 i 2 1 i i 2 /
s op s f op f s y op s f f s q S,1 i i 2 1 i i 2
where
t tÄS s yH s H f y J f J s op f s .  .  . .1 i i 1 i 2 /
tt Äq op f s yH f H s y J s J f . .  . .Ä  .i 2 i 2 i 2 /
5 5  . 5 5  .For the same reason that R s O 1 , we have S s O 1 . Finally, we1 1
have
op s op f f op s y op s f f s1 i i 2 1 i i 2
' op s f op f s y op s f f s q R q S.1 i i 2 1 i i 2
 .By i , op s f op f s ' op s f f s . Thus, op s op f f op s '1 i i 2 1 i i 2 1 i i 2
wop s f f s . We have op s op s y op s s s  op s op f f op s y1 i i 2 1 2 1 2 i 1 i i 2
xop s f f s ' 0, as desired.1 i i 2
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose s , s g PC. Then op s op s ' op s op s .1 2 1 2 2 1
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that both symbols have one
 .jump. In view of Proposition 2.8 iii , it can be assumed that s , s have1 2
w xthe jump at the same point of T, say at u g T. Proceeding then as in 2 ,r
 .there is a continuous and piecewise smooth function f u and a constant
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l g C, such that s s ls q f. Thus we have1 2
op s op s ' op ls q f op s s l op s op s q op f op s .1 2 2 2 2 2 2
op s op s s op s op ls q f s lop s op s q op s op f . .2 1 2 2 2 2 2
 .But op fop s ' op s op f by Proposition 2.8 i , as desired.2 2
3. THE TRACE ESTIMATES
 .  .Our aim in this section is to prove 1.3 Lemma 3.1 . Let f be a
function defined on the unit circle and let T denote the semi-infinitef
Ã 2qw  .x  .Toeplitz matrix f j y k j, k s 0, 1, 2, . . . thought of as acting on l .
We see from the definition that op f s P T P . If we define the functionn f n
Ä Ä iu yiu Ä .  .f by f e s f e , then it is easy to check that op f s W op fW ,n n
where W is defined in Section 2, and the analogue of this identity inn
 .  .connection with op s is op s x, u s W op s 1 y x, u W , where s isÄ Än n
defined as before. Also easily checked are the identities W 2 s P , W P sn n n n
P W s W . These identities will be used frequently without further discus-n n n
sion.
LEMMA 3.1. For s g PC and nonnegati¨ e integers m g Zq, as n ª `
the following asymptotics of the trace for the operator holds:
m mtr op s y op s .  . .
1 m ms tr op s 0, u y op s 0, u .  . . .
2
1 m mq tr op s 1, u y op s 1, u q O 1 , .  .  . . .
2
 .where O 1 depends on m.
 .  .  .Proof. s x, u can be written as s s s q s with s 0, u s s 0, u1 2 1
 .  . and s 1, u s s 1, u by the partition of unity principle s , s vanishing2 1 2
.in an x-neighborhood of 1, 0, respectively . An application of Propositions
2.8 and 2.9 yields
m m mm m mop s y op s ' op s y op s q op s y op s . 3.1 .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
We assert, for s s s ,2
m m
tr op x , u y op s x , u .  . . .
m ms tr op s 1 y x , u y op s 1 y x , u . 3.2 .  .  . .Ä Ä .
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We have
m
op s x , u s W op s P op s P ??? P op s W . . Ä Ä Än n n n n
ms W op s 1 y x , u W . . .Än n
Using the obvious identity tr W AW s tr P AP for any bounded opera-n n n n
tor A on l 2q, we have
m m
op s x , u y op s x , u .  . .
m ms W op s 1 y x , u y op s 1 y x , u W . .  . .Ä Ä .n n
 .Now assertion 3.2 follows from
m m
tr W op s 1 y x , u y op s 1 y x , u W .  . .Ä Ä .n n
m ms tr op s 1 y x , u y op s 1 y x , u . 3.3 .  .  . .Ä Ä .
It follows from the assertion that it is enough to prove the lemma in the
case that s vanishes in the x-neighborhood of 1. In what follows, we
w xdenote s s s . Take a smooth function f : 0, 1 ª R which equals 1 on1
 .the x-support of s and f 1 s 0. We write
s x , u s s x , u y s 0, u f x q s 0, u f x .  .  .  .  .  .
s c x , u q s 0, u f x . .  .  .
w xNote that c vanishes at both endpoints of 0, 1 . By 3.1 and the fact that
 .m m   ..op c y op c ' 0 by Proposition 2.8 ii , we arrive at
m mop s y op s .
m m m
' op s 0, u f x y op s 0, u f x .  .  .  . .
m m ms op f x op s 0, u y op f x op s 0, u .  .  .  . .
m m m m
' op f x op s 0, u y op f x op s 0, u . 3.4 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .For simplicity, we now denote s u s s 0, u . It follows from the obvious0
  ..m  .m  .m m m .mfact op f x s op f x that op s y op s ' op f op s y0
1 1m.  .  .  .op s . Now take a smooth function g x with g 0 s and g 1 s y0 2 2
1m .  .  .such that f x s g x q . Then 3.4 becomes2
m mop s y op s .
1 m mm m' op s y op s q op g op s y op s . 3.5 .  .  . .  .0 0 0 02
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Taking the trace, the lemma will follow if we show
m mtr op g op s y op s s O 1 . 3.6 .  .  . .0 0
 .  .  .Applying the partition of unity principle to g x , we write g x s f x q1
 .  .  .  .  .f x with f 0 s g 0 and f 1 s g 0 with f and f vanishing in a2 1 2 1 2
 . w x qneighborhood of 1 and 0, respectively. Now take g x : 0, 1 ª R , which
 .  .  .equals 1 on supp f and g 1 s 0 such that g 1 y x equals 1 on1
 .supp f . Thus, we can write the following:1
f x s f x y g 0 g x q g 0 g x , .  .  .  .  .  . .1 1
f x s f x y g 1 g 1 y x q g 1 g 1 y x . .  .  .  .  .  . .2 2
  .  ..  .Notice that the function f x y g 0 g x vanishes at both endpoints of1
w x  .0, 1 . By first applying Proposition 2.8 ii m times and then Proposition
 .2.8 i , we have
m mop f x y g 0 g x op s ' op f x y g 0 gs .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .  .1 0 1 0
' op f x y g 0 op gs m . .  .  . .1 0
This shows that
m mop f x y g 0 g x op s y op s ' 0. 3.7 .  .  .  .  . . .  .1 0 0
Likewise,
m mop f x y g 1 g 1 y x op s y op s ' 0. 3.8 .  .  .  .  . . .  .2 0 0
 .  .  .Hence, applying 3.7 and 3.8 to the left-hand side of 3.6 and keeping in
mind that g s f q f , we have1 2
m mop g op s y op s . .0 0
m m' g 1 op g 1 y x q g 0 op g x op s y op s . .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
 .  .  .Since g 0 s yg 1 , this reduces showing 3.6 to showing
m mtr op g 1 y x y op g x op s y op s s O 1 . 3.9 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
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We have
m mop g 1 y x op s y op s .  . .0 0
m ms W op g x W op s y op s .  . .n n 0 0
m ms W op g x W W op s W y W op s W .  .Ä Ä .n n n 0 n n 0 n
m ms W op g x op s W y op s W .  .Ä Ä .n 0 n 0 n
m ms W op g x op s y op s W .  .Ä Ä .n 0 0 n
m ms W op g x op s y op s W . 3.10 .  . .Ä Ä .n 0 0 n
 .It follows from 3.10 that
mm m mtr op g 1 y x op s y op s s tr op g x op s y op s . .  .  .  .Ä Ä .  .0 0 0 0
3.11 .
 .  .Hence, applying 3.11 to the left-hand side of 3.9
m mtr op g 1 y x y op g x op s y op s .  .  . .  .0 0
m mm ms tr op g x op s y op s y tr op g x op s y op s .  .  . .Ä Ä  . .0 0 0 0
m mm ms tr op g x op s y op s y op s y op s .  . .Ä Ä  . . /0 0 0 0
s 0
 .  .m m  .m m. t as desired for 3.9 , since op s y op s s op s y op s tÄ Ä0 0 0 0
.means the transpose and op g is a diagonal matrix. This concludes the
proof of Lemma 3.1.
4. BASIC EXTENSIONS
We begin with the questions about the nuclearity of the operators
 .  .op s y op s * and T s , s of symbols of BV. Their nuclearity was1 2
proved for symbols of PC in Section 2. The main business of this section is
to prove that these operators remain in trace class for the symbols of BV.
Our approach here is to establish a certain extension by considering a
symbol map s ª op s and using an elementary fact: If a function f is
uniformly continuous from a subset A of a metric space to a complete metric
space, then f has a unique uniformly continuous extension on the closure of A.
In what follows BVC denotes a subset of BV where s is continuous in u .
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y15  .5  . LEMMA 4.1. Suppose s g BVC. Then T s , s s n O log n as n
.ª ` .
 .Proof. Integrating the kernel of T s , s by parts, we have, for j / k,
ÃT j, k .
1 j k j2p
[ s , u s , u y s , u exp yi j y k u du . .H  /  /  / /2p n n n0
y1 2p
s exp yi j y k u . .H2p in 0
=
j n krn
­ s , u ­ s x , u dx du . 4.1 .  .Hu x / /n j y k jrn
 .The operator T s , s can be thought of as a 1rn scalar multiple of an
 .operator S s whose kernel is
y1 2pÃS j, k s exp yi j y k u .  . .H2p i 0
=
j n krn
­ s , u ­ s z , u dz du .Hu z / /n j y k jrn
5  .5  .if j / k; this kernel is zero if j s k. It suffices to show S s s O log n .
Since, for m s 0, 1, 2,
n krnm­ ­ s z , u dz .Hu zj y k jrn
5 m 5is bounded by ­ ­ s , integrating by parts with respect to u shows that`u x
Ã y1 .  . < <  .the S j, k is bounded by a constant C s times j y k j / k . For
0 F j F n, we have
jy1n n
Ã Ã< < < <S j, k s q S j, k .  .   /ks0 ks0 ksjq1
jy1 n1 1
F C s q . 4.2 .  .  /j y k k y jks0 ksjq1
Letting k9 s j y k and k9 s k y j for the first and second sum on the
 .right-hand side of the inequality 4.2 respectively and then writing k for
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k9, we have
j nyjn n n1 1Ã< <S j, k F C s q F C s q .  .  .     / / k kks0 ks1 ks1 ks1 ks1
s C s ? O log n . .  .
n Ã y1<  . <  .This shows that, for 0 F j F n,  T j, k s n O log n . Similarly, forks0
n Ã y1<  . <  .0 F k F n, we have  T j, k s n O log n . The proof is complete.js0
5 5  .5 5LEMMA 4.2. Let s g BVC and let e ) 0. Then op s F 1 q e s `
for n sufficiently large.
 .Proof. We begin with the identity see the proof of Proposition 2.7 :
tÄ Äop ss y op s op s * s yT s , s q H s H s q J s J s t . .  .  .  .  .  .
4.3 .
t tÄ Ä .  .  .  .The relations H s s H s *, J s s J s * can be verified straightfor-
 .wardly. It follows from 4.3 that
2< <op s op s * q H s H s * q J s J s * s op s q T s , s . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
4.4 .
 .2 5 5 2 < < 2Now for a given e ) 0, we have 1 q e s y s ) 0, bounded away`
2 2 25 5 < <’from zero. It has a positive square root g s 1 q e s y s , . `
 .2 5 5which is 1 q e s plus a symbol in BVC. Therefore,`
22 2 2< < 5 5op s s op 1 q e s y op g . 4.5 .  .`
 .  .It follows from 4.4 and 4.5 that
op s op s * q H s H s * q J s J s * .  .  .  .  .  .
2 2 25 5s T s , s q op 1 q e s y op g .  . `
2 25 5s T s , s q T g , g q op 1 q e s .  .  . `
y op g op g * y H g H g * y J g *J g . 4.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .Denoting P s H s H s * q J s J s * q op g op g * q H g H g *
 .  .  .q J g J g *, P is a positive operator. It follows from 4.6 that
5 5 2 5 5op s F op s op s * q P .  .
2 25 5 5 5 5 5F T s , s q T g , g q 1 q e s . .  .  . `
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5  .5 5  .5By Lemma 4.1, we have T s , s ª 0 and T g , g ª 0 as n ª `.
Thus, we have, for a given e ) 0, 'n such that n ) n implies thate e
25  .5 5  5  . 5 5T s , s q T g , g F er2 s . This implies that, for n ) n , we` e
  ..have by replacing e by er2 in 4.6
2 2e e 22 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5op s F 1 q s q s F 1 q e s .` ` ` /  /2 2
as desired.
Remark. A close examination of the proof above shows that it follows
 . 5  .5  .5 5 5  .5  .5 5from 4.6 that H s F 1 q e s ; likewise, J s F 1 q e s` `
for sufficiently large n. These estimates will be useful later.
 4RCOROLLARY 4.3. Suppose s g BV l PC. Let u be the set of jumpr rs1
discontinuities of s in u and let e ) 0. For n sufficiently large, we ha¨e
5 5  . 5 5 R <  . <.op s F 1 q e s q  max s x .` rs1 x r
Proof. Since op s s op c q R op f op t , the corollary follows eas-rs1 r r
ily from Lemma 4.2.
 .Remark. It follows from assertion 4.8 in the proof of the following
lemma that, for a general s g BV, Corollary 4.3 is still valid with a
possible infinite many jumps in the sum.
 .  . 5 5  .LEMMA 4.4. Suppose s g BV. We ha¨e as n ª ` i op s s O 1
 .  .and ii op s ' op s *.
 4`Proof. Let u be all discontinuities of s in u . We have ther rs1
representation for s :
`
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , 4.7 .  .  .  .  . r r
rs1
where c is continuous in u . We assert that
`
op s s op c q op s x t u , .  . r r
rs1
4.8 .`
op s * s op c * q op s x t u *. .  .  . .  . r r
rs1
This assertion will be proved below. But first, it follows immediately from
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5  .  .  .  .4.8 that op s F op c q s since op s x t u s op s x op t u .BV r r r r
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The first part of the lemma is established by Proposition 2.1. As for the
 .second part, we have from 4.8 that
`
5 5 5 5 5 5op s y op s * F op c y op c * q op s t y op s t * . .  . . 1 1 1r r r r
rs1
It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.4 that there is an absolute
constant C :1
25 5 5 5 5 5op c y op c * F C ­ ­ s q ­ ­ s . .  .  .1 ` BV1 u x u x
5  . 5Also the proof of Proposition 2.5 tells us that op s t y op s t * is at1r r r r
5 X 5 5 3. 5most an absolute constant C times s q s . Thus` `2 r r
`
35 5 5 5 5 5op s t y op s t * F C ­ s q ­ s . .  . BV BVr r r r 2 x x
rs1
5  . 5  .Putting these together, we have op s y op s * s O 1 . Hence the1
second part of the lemma is established.
 .We will now prove assertion 4.8 . To this end, we claim that the map j :
s ª op s is *-continuous from BV l PC, the closure of BV l PC under
5 5 5 5  2 .  2 .? q ? , to B l the space of bounded operators on l . It is easy` BV
to see that this map is linear. If s g BV l PC, by Corollary 4.3, we have
5 5  .5 5for any e ) 0 and sufficiently large n that op s F 1 q e s q`
5 5 .s . This shows that the map is uniformly continuous in the normBV
5 5 5 5  2 .s q s on BV l PC. It follows from the completeness of B l` BV
 .that we can extend this map uniquely to BV l PC by j s s
 .op lim s if s g BV l PC and s g BV l PC converging to s innª` n n
5 5 5 5 k  .  .the norm s q s . If we denote s s  s x t u , it follows` BV k rs1 r r
 .from the representation of s 4.7 that c q s converges to s in thek
5 5 5 5norm, s q s , topology for a general s in BV. Now if we denote` BV
k  .  .  `  .  .S s  op s x t u , then S converges to S s op  s x t uk rs1 r r k rs1 r r
 . `  .uniformly in the operator topology . Thus, we have op s xrs1 r
` ` .  .  .  .t u s  op s x t u . Similarly, op  s x t u * s .  .r rs 1 r r rs 1 r r
` .  . op s x t u *. Hence, assertion 4.8 is established. This com- .  .rs1 r r
pletes the proof of Lemma 4.4.
 .LEMMA 4.5. T s , s is trace class for any s , s g BV.1 2 1 2
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.6, for the symbols
s , s g BV l PC, we have the following representations:1 2
R1
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , .  .  .  .1 1 1 r 1 r
rs1
R2
s x , u s c x , u q s x t u , .  .  .  .2 2 2 r 2 r
rs1
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where c , c are both continuous and t , t both have one jump at u1 2 1 r 2 r r
 .accordingly and T s , s can be written as1 2
R R2 1
T s , s s T c , c q T c , s t q T s t , c .  .  1 2 1 2 1 2 r 2 r 1 r 1 r 2 /  /rs1 rs1
R R1 2
q T s t , s t 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k /js1 ks1
R2
s T c , c q T c , s , t .  .1 2 1 2 r 2 r
rs1
R R R1 2 1
q T s , t , c q T s t , s t . .  .  1 r 1 r 2 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k
rs1 ks1 js1
Lemma 4.1 tells us that if s is continuous in u , then, for a sufficiently
5 5  .5 5large n, we have op s F 1 q e s for any e ) 0. Furthermore, the`
remark to the lemma also shows that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H s F 1 q e s , J s F 1 q e s . .  .  .  .` `
 . 5  .5  .2 5 5 5 5It follows from the identity 4.3 that T c , c F 4 1 q e c c .` `1 2 1 1
Also
R R2 2




5 5 5 5 5 5T s t , c F 1 q e c s . .  . ` BV1 r 1 r 2 2 1
rs1
 .  .Now it follows that the map s , s ª T s , s is s - and s -uniformly1 2 1 2 1 2
continuous on PC l BV. Thus, it has a unique s - and s -uniform1 2
extension on BV l PC. So for s , s g BV the two sums in their represen-1 2
tations may become series of functions, the double series of operators
`  . ` `  . T s t , s t converges uniformly to   T s t , s tj, k 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k ks1 js1 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k
` `  .s   T s t , s t , and we havejs1 ks1 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k
` ` ` `
T s t , s t s T s t , s t . .   1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k 1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k /
js1 ks1 ks1 js1
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Now it follows from the proofs of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 that
5 5T s t , s t . 11 j 1 j 2 k 2 k
5 5 5 5F op s op s op t t y op t t op s .  .  .  .  . 11 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 1 j 2 k 2 k
5 5 5 X 5 5 3. 5F C s s q s , .1 j 2 k 2 k
where C is an absolute constant. Thus,
` ` ` `
X 3.5 5 5 5 5 5T s t , s t F C s q s s .   1 j 1 j 2 k 2 k 2 k 2 k 1 j /
js1 ks1 ks1 js1
5 5 5 5 5 3. 5s C s ­ s q ­ s . .BV BV BV1 x 2 x 2
It is now easy to see that for absolute constants C , C we have1 2
`
3.5 5 5 5 5 5T c , s t F C s ­ s q ­ s , . ` BV BV1 2 r 2 r 1 1 x 2 x 2 /
rs1 1
`
3.5 5 5 5 5 5T s t , c F C s ­ s q ­ s . . BV ` `1 r 1 r 2 2 1 x 2 x 2 /
rs1 1
 .This concludes the proof of the operator T s , s being trace class.1 2
A A5. THE NORM ?
A AAs ? is defined in Section 1, we shall verify that BV under the norm
A A  .? is a norm algebra. The goal of this section is to prove 1.7 is
bounded by an absolute constant times this norm.
A ALEMMA 5.1. BV under the norm ? is a norm algebra.
A A A AProof. It can be easily checked that s G 0, s s 0 if and only
if s s 0 for all x and u almost everywhere. The triangle inequality follows
5 5 5 5 2from the triangle inequalities of two obvious norms ? and ? . It` l
remains to verify the multiplicative inequality, an important property for
later work. As s gives rise to s , similarly we have s , s for s , s g BV.r 1 r 2 r 1 2’A A 5 5We write s s s s s q D , where`1 2 1 2
`
2q yD s max s s x , u y s s x , u .  . 1 2 r 1 2 r
xrs1
` 2
5 5 < < 5 5 < <F s max s x q s max s x . .  . ` ` /1 2 r 2 1 r
x xrs1
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It follows from the triangle inequality that
1r2 1r2` `
2 2 2 2’ 5 5 < < 5 5 < <D F max s s x q max s s x . .  . ` `1 2 r 2 1 r /  /x xrs1 rs1
Thus,
’A A 5 5s s s s s q D`1 2 1 2
1r2`
25 5 5 5 5 5 < <F s s q s max s x .` ` `1 2 1 2 r /xrs1
1r2`
25 5 < <q s max s x .`2 1 r /xrs1
1r2 1r2` `
2 25 5 < < 5 5 < <s s q max s s q max s ` `1 1 r 2 2 r /  / /  /x xrs1 rs1
A AA As s s .1 2
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
 .We now come to the crucial estimate 1.7 stated in Section 1. The proof
w xis based on a theorem of Wiener 5 , which states the following. Let m be a
 .complex Borel measure on T and let m n be the Fourier coefficient of m.Ã
Then
N12 2< < < < 4m t s lim m n . .Ã 2 N q 1Nª`tgT yN
 . w xFor any s g BV, s x, n g l for all x g 0, 1 , if we associate it with aÃ 2
 .  .family of measure m E s H ds x, u . Then using integration by parts,x E
we have
2p yi k tm k s e ds x , u s iks x , k . .  .  .Ã ÃHx
0
w xThus, Wiener's theorem then becomes, for any s g BV and all x g 0, 1 ,
` N12 22< < < <s x s lim n s x , n . .  .Ã r 2 N q 1Nª`rs1 yN
We will be using this version of Wiener's theorem to prove the following.
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LEMMA 5.2. Let s g BV. Then
1 2 25 5 A Alim sup H s F 2 s . . 2log nnª`
 .  . `  .Proof. For a given s , one can write s x, u s c x, u q  s xrs1 r
 .  .  .t u as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 where c x, u is a symbol that isr
 .  .continuous in u , s x and t u are given as before. It is easy to see thatr r
`  .  . s x t u g BV andrs1 r r
2`
2 25 5 5 5 5H s F H c q 2 H c H s x t u .  .  .  .  .2 2 2 r r /
rs1 2
2`
q H s x t u . .  . r r /
rs1 2
5  .5  . 5  .5  .Since H c s O 1 by Proposition 2.2, we have H c s O 1 . Thus,1 2
`  .  .it suffices to prove the lemma for the symbol  s x t u . A directrs1 r r
computation shows, in general,
2 2nq1 k ` nj y 1 j y 125 5H s s s , k q s , k . 5.1 .  .Ã Ã   2  /  /n nks1 js1 ksnq2 js1
 .So the first double sum in 5.1 becomes
2 2nq1 k ` nq1 `j y 1
s t k F k max s x t k . .  .  .Ã Ã    r r r r /n xks1 js1 rs1 ks1 rs1
nq1 2 < `  .  . < 2Now let S s  k max  s x t k . Then Wiener's theorem im-Ãn ks1 x rs1 r r
plies
2` ` `Sn q ylim F max s x t u y s x t u .  . .  .  r r j r r j2nnª` xjs1 rs1 rs1
2` `
q ys max s x t u y t u .  .  .  r r j r j
xjs1 rs1
`
2 2< < A As max s x F s , . j
xjs1
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 q.  y. since t u y t u s d , where d is the ``Kronecker d '' d s 0r j r j r , j k , j k , j
.when k / j, and d s 1 . It follows that, for any e ) 0, there is a K suchk , k
A A 2that, for all n ) K, S rn - 2 s q e . Now we haven
2nq1 ` nq1 1
k max s x t k s S y S denote S s 0 . .  .  .  .Ã  r r ky1 ky2 y1kxks1 rs1 ks1
q  . qy1 By the summation by parts formula  a y a b s  a b yns1 n ny1 n ns1 n n
.b q a b y a b , we havenq1 q q 0 1
2nq1 ` n S 1 Sky1 n
k max s x t k s q .  .Ã  r r k k q 1 n q 1xks1 rs1 ks1
K nS 1 S S 1k n kF q q  /k k q 1 n k k q 1ks1 ksKq1
n 12A AF C q 2 s q e .  k q 1ks1
A A 2F C q 2 s q e log n , . .
where C is a constant depending on K. Thus,
2nq1 k `1 2A Alim sup max s x t k F 2 s q e . 5.2 .  .  .Ã   r rlog nnª` xks1 js1 rs1
 .On the other hand, the second double sum in 5.1 becomes
2 2` n ` `j y 1
s , k F n max s x t k . .  .Ã Ã    r r /n xksnq2 js1 ksnq2 rs1
With the same notation as before, we write
2` ` ` 1
max s x t k s S y S . .  .  .Ã  r r k ky12kxksnq2 rs1 ksnq2
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Let n ) K, using the summation by parts formula, the above equals
` 1 1 S q 1n
S y y k 2 2 2 /k k q 1 n q 2 .  .ksnq2
` S 1 1k 2A AF 2 q 2 s q e . 2k nkksnq1








lim sup max s x t k s 0. .  .Ã   r rlog nnª` xksnq2 js1 rs1
Hence, we have
2`1 2A Alim sup H s x t u F 2 s q e . 5.3 .  .  . r r /log nnª` rs1 2
 .  .Letting e ª 0, it follows from 5.2 and 5.3 that we obtain the desired
result.
LEMMA 5.3. For s , s g BV,1 2
1
5 5 A AA Alim sup op s op s y op s s F 4 s s .11 2 1 2 1 2log nnª`
Proof. For s , s g PC, we have shown in Proposition 2.7 that op s s1 2 1 2
 .  . t  .  . t y op s op s can be approximated by H s H s q J s J s inÄ Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
.fact, this relation is true for ``general'' symbols . The error incurred in the
5  .5 5 5 5  . 5trace norm is bounded by T s , s q op s op s y op s * for1 11 2 1 2 2
PC symbols. This is easily extended to BV symbols by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.
So we have
t t5 5 5 5op s op s y op s s F H s H s q J s J s .  . .  .Ä Ä1 11 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t t5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F H s H s q J s J s . .  . .  .Ä Ä2 2 2 21 2 1 2
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  .  . 5  .5 5  .5Since W H s 1 y x, u s J s , we have J s F H s . ApplyingÄ Ä2 2n
A A A ALemma 5.2, and using the fact s s s , we obtainÄ2 2
5 5op s op s y op s s 11 2 1 2
lim sup
log nnª`
A AA A A AA A A AA AF 2 s s q 2 s s s 4 s s .Ä Ä1 1 2 1 2
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3.
 .LEMMA 5.4. Let s , s , . . . , s g BV m ) 2 . For a fixed k, 1 F k F m,1 2 m
there is a constant C depending on s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , s such that1 2 ky1 kq1 m
m m1
A Alim sup op s y op s F C s . . k k k /log nnª` ks1 ks1 1
Proof. Without loss of generality, we shall give a proof for k s 1. We
write
m m
op s y op s . k k /ks1 ks1 1
m
5 5 5 5F op s op s y op s s op s11 2 1 2 k
ks3
m m
q op s s op s y op s s op s . . 1 2 k 1 2 k /ks3 ks3 1
So for m s 3, the lemma is clearly valid by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.1 and C is
A A 5 5 A AA Aan absolute constant times s op s q s s . Note that2 3 2 3
5 5  .Lemma 4.4 tells that op s s O 1 . For a general m ) 3, using mathe-i
matical induction, we have that C is equal to an absolute constant times
A A 5 5 5 5 A AA A 5 5 5 5s op s ??? op s q s s op s ??? op s2 3 m 2 3 4 m
A AA A A Aq ??? q s s ??? s2 3 m
as desired.
We need one more inequality for the main result. The following lemma
 .  .  y.  q.uses this piece of notation: s * x, t, u s 1 y t s x, u q ts x, u forr r r
 . w x w xx, t, u g 0, 1 = 0, 1 = T and also the fact that * is linear. We can
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write, for instance,
U s x , uq , s x , uy ; f .  . .r r m
dt1 mms s * x , t , u y s * x , t , u . .  .  .  . .H r r t t y 1 .0
 <  . <4 5 5It is also clear that max s * x, t, u F s . In the case when s is`r
independent of x, we use the notation s *, which was first introduced by
Gohberg and Krupnik and which arises in the study of the qualitative
w xbehavior of op s 13 . We find it useful in proving the following result.
 4`LEMMA 5.5. For s , s , . . . , s g BV, letting u be the jump discon-1 2 m rs1
tinuities of s , s , . . . , s , we ha¨e1 2 m
` m m* dt1
max s x , t , u y s * x , t , u .  .  .  H k r k r / / t t y 1x  .0 ks1 ks1rs1
m
A AF m y 1 s . .  k
ks1
Proof. For m s 2, it follows from an easily verified identity
s s * x , t , u y s Us U x , t , u .  .  .1 2 r 1 2 r
t t y 1 .
s s x , uq y s x , uy s x , uq y s x , uy .  .  .  . .  .1 r 1 r 2 r 2 r
  . ..which is precisely s s x that1 r 2 r
` dt1 U Umax s s * x , t , u y s s x , t , u .  .  . . H 1 2 r 1 2 r t t y 1x  .0rs1
`
< <s max s s x .  . 1 r 2 r
xrs1
1r2 1r2` `
2 2< < < < A AA AF max s x max s x F s s . .  . 1 r 2 r 1 2 /  /x xrs1 rs1
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For general m ) 2, by induction on m, assuming the result is valid for
m y 1, we have
` m m* dt1
max s x , t , u y s * x , t , u .  .  .  H k r k r / / t t y 1x  .0 ks1 ks1rs1
` m *1
F max s x , t , u . H k r /x 0 ks1rs1
m dt
y s s * s * x , t , u .  .  .1 2 k r / t t y 1 .ks3
` m dt1 U Uq max s s *ys s ? s * x , t , u .  .  . . H 1 2 1 2 k r / t ty1x  .0 ks3rs1
m
A A A AF m y 2 s s s . 1 2 k
ks3
m
UA AA Aq s s max s x , t , u .1 2 k r 5x , t ks3
m m
A AA A A A A AA A 5 5F m y 2 s s s q s s s .   `1 2 k 1 2 k
ks3 ks3
m
A AF m y 1 s .  k
ks1
by Lemma 5.1, as desired.
6. THE MAIN RESULT
 .The main business of this section is to obtain the trace formula 1.2
given in the theorem.
A ALEMMA 6.1. The set PC is dense in BV under the norm ? .
 4`Proof. Suppose s g BV and let u be the jumps of s in u . Letrs1
 .  .  .s x and t u be defined as before. By defining s x, u sr r 0
`  .  . w x . s x t u , we see that s g BV. Denoting C 0, 1 = T the space ofrs1 r r 0
w x w x .continuous functions on 0, 1 = T, we see that s y s g C 0, 1 = T l0
BV, for s , s having the same jumps. It is well known that the space of0
w xfunctions whose first derivatives are continuous on 0, 1 = T, denoted as
2w x . w x . 5 5C 0, 1 = T , is dense in C 0, 1 = T in the uniform -norm topol-`
2w x .ogy. Thus, for any e ) 0, there exists a s g C 0, 1 = T such that1
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5  .5s y s y s - er3, which implies`1 0
A As y s y s - er3 6.1 .  .1 0
because both s and s y s have no jumps. Now it follows from1 0
` <  . < 5 5 ` <  . < 2 max s x F s that  max s x - `. Thus, we canBVrs1 x r rs1 x r
choose an R such that
2< < < <max s x - er3 and max s x - er3. .  . r r(x xrGR rGR
R  .  .By defining s s  s x t u , we see that s g PC has at most R2 rs1 r r 2
5 5 <  . <jumps. Therefore, we have s y s F  max s x - er3 and`0 2 r ) R x r
thus
2A A 5 5 < <s y s - s y s q max s x - 2er3. 6.2 .  .`0 2 0 2 r( xrGR
 .  .Hence, it follows from 6.1 and 6.2 that
A A A A A As y s q s F s y s y s q s y s - e . .  .1 2 1 0 0 2
The proof is now completed by the fact that s q s g PC.1 2
 .  . mLEMMA 6.2. Formula 1.2 holds for f l s l .m
Proof. The formula is proved valid for PC symbols by applying Basor's
w xformula 1 to Lemma 3.2. The proof here is to approximate BV symbols
A Aby PC symbols using norm ? . For a given e ) 0, by Lemma 6.1 there
A Ais a function s g PC such that s y s - e . We consider1 1
m mm mD s op s y op s y op s y op s .  .1 1 1
and denote s s s y s . Then we can write D as finite sum,2 1 1
D s op s ??? op s y op s ??? s , .  .  .1 p p p p1 m 1 m
 .p , . . . , p1 m
where p s 1 or 2. In each summand there is at least one p s 2. Usingi i
Lemma 5.2, we conclude
5 5D 11 A Alim sup F C s ,1 2log nnª`
A Awhere C is a constant. Because of s - e , we have2
5 5D 11




y q y qD s U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f y U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  .  .  . .  . 2 r r m 1 r 1 r m
rs1 rs1
by Lemma 5.5, we have
` dt1 m m* U U< <D F s q s y s q s .  . H  /2 1 2 1 2 t t y 1 .0rs1
` m m* dt1 Us s y s   H p pk k / t t y 1 .0 ks1 ks1rs1  .p , . . . , p1 m
` m m* dt1 Us s y s   H p pk k / t t y 1 .0 ks1 ks1 . rs1p , . . . , p1 m
A AF C s F C e . 6.4 .2 2 2
Similarly, denoting
` `
y q y qD s U s 1, u , s 1, u ; f y U s 1, u , s 1, u ; f , .  .  .  . .  . 3 r r m 1 r 1 r m
rs1 rs1
there is a constant C :3
< <D F C e . 6.5 .3 3
Now, we define D by
D s tr f op s y op f s .  . .m m
`log n
y qy U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  . . r r m24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f . .  . . .r r m
Then we can write, in terms of s ,1
D s tr f op s y f s .  . .m 1 m 1
`log n
y qy U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  . . 1 r 1 r m24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f .  . . .1 r 1 r m
log n
q tr D y D q D . .1 2 324p
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 .  .  .Putting all this together and using estimates 6.3 , 6.4 , and 6.5 , we have
that
`log n
y qtr f op s y op f s y U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  .  .  . .  .m 1 m 1 1 r 1 r m24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f .  . . .1 r 1 r m
 .is o log n and thus we obtain
< <D
lim sup F e C ,
log nnª`
where C is a constant and e is arbitrary. Hence the result follows from
letting e ª 0. This concludes the proof of the special case of the main
result of this paper.
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose s g BV and f is analytic in the closed disk centered
5 5 ` <  . <at the origin with radius r s s q  max s x . Then we ha¨e` rs1 x r
5 5 < <f op s y op f s F C s , g ? max f l ? log n , .  .  .  .1
lgg
 .where C s , g is a constant and g is a suitable contour that surrounds the
 .range of s , R s .
Proof. Let g be a contour surrounding a disk of radius r centered at
the origin, with f analytic both inside and on g . It is clear that there is
d ) 0 such that g surrounds a disk centered at the origin with radius
 .1 q d ? r. It follows from the remark to Corollary 4.3 that there is nd
5 5  .such that op s F 1 q d ? r whenever n G n . So for n ) n the spec-d d
 .trum of op s is contained in the disk of radius 1 q d ? r and hence
 .inside of g . This tells that f op s is defined via Cauchy's integral formula
on g as parameter n sufficiently large. We have
f op s y op f s .  .
1 y1 y1s f l op s y l y op s y l dl .  .  . 4H2p i g
1 y1 y1s f l op s y l I y op s y l op s y l dl. .  .  .  . 4H n2p i g
Taking the trace norm, we have
5 5f op s y op f s .  . 1
1 y1 y1< < 5 5 5 5 < <F f l op s y l I y op s y l op s y l dl .  .  .  .H 1n2p g
y1< < 5 5s C s , g ? max f l ? I y op s y l op s y l . .  .  .  . 1n
lgg
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 .Here C s , g is a constant that depends only on s , g . So the lemma will
follow if we show
y15 5I y op s y l op s y l s O log n , 6.6 .  .  .  .1n
 .where O log n is independent of l. Denoting s s s y l, we writel
5 y1 5 5 5 y1 y1 5I y op s op s s op s y op s op s1 1n l l l l l
y1 y1 y1 *5 5 5 5 5 5F T s , s q op s op s y op s .  .1 ` 1l l l l l
t ty1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q H s H s q J s J s . .  .Ä Ä .  .2 2 2 2l l l l
Clearly, s g BV for all l g g . In fact, the same is true for sy1 sincel l
 .l f R s . It follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 that
y1 y1 y1 *5 5 5 5 5 5T s , s q op s op s y op s 6.7 . .  .1 ` 1l l l l l
5 a  y1 .5 is bounded by an absolute constant times max ­ s here`0 F < a < F 3 l
q q a .a g Z = Z is a multi-index, ­ denotes the differential operator ,
which, in fact, is bounded again by a constant independent of l. Hence,
 .quantity 6.7 is bounded uniformly in l. It remains to show
t ty1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H s H s q J s J s s O log n .  .  .Ä Ä .  .2 2 2 2l l l l
as n ª `. Integration by parts shows that there is an absolute constant C
such that
j y 1 C ? V s .
s , k F ,Ã  /n k
 .where V s is the total variation of s given by
< <V s [ sup max s x , z y s x , z , .  .  . k kq1
x 4z kk
 4  .  .where z is a partition of the unit circle T. In fact, V s s V s . Thus,k l
 .it follows from 5.1 that
nq1 k ` n 125 5H s F C ? V s q s O log n . .  .  .   2l 2 / kks1 js1 ksnq2 js1
5  .5 2  . 5  y1 . t 5  .Similarly, J s s O log n . One can show H s s O log n andÄ2 2l l
5  y1 . t 5  .  y1 .  . 5 y1 5J s s O log n using an easy fact V s F V s ? s . Thus,Ä 2 `l l l
 .assertion 6.6 is proved. The proof is complete.
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 .LEMMA 6.4. Suppose s g BV and f l is analytic on an open disk with
5 5radius greater than s . Then`
`
y q< < < < A AU s x , u , s x , u ; f l F C s , g ? max f l ? s , .  .  . .  . . r r  /
lggrs1
 < < 5 5 4where g is a suitable contour surrounding the disk l g C: l F s , and`
 .C s , g is a constant depending on s and g .
 y.  q.Proof. For simplicity, let us denote a s s x, u , b s s x, u . Wer r
have, for 0 - t - 1,
f 1 y t a q bt y f a .  . .
t 1 y t .
f 1 y t a q bt y f a f 1 y t a q bt y f b .  .  .  . .  .
F q .
t 1 y t
We shall estimate the first quantities on the right, the estimate for the
 .second one being entirely analogous. In fact, 1 y t a q bt lies in the
  ..   ..  < < 5 5 4convex hull of the range of s , c R s , and c R s : z: z F s .`
5 5Let g be a contour surrounding a disk of radius s centered at the`
origin, with f analytic both inside and on g . By Cauchy 's formula, we have
f 1 y t a q bt y f a .  . .
t
1 y1 y1y1s t f l l y 1 y t a q bt y l y a dl .  .  . . .H /2p i g
1 y1 y1s f l l y 1 y t a q bt l y a a y b dl. .  .  .  . .H2p i g
Thus, we get
f 1 y t a q bt y f a .  . .
t
y1 y1< < < < < < < <F C g max f l l y 1 y t a q bt l y a a y b . .  .  .  . . 4
lgg
So,
f 1 y t a q bt y f a .  . .
t




f 1 y t a q bt y f b .  . .
1 y t
< < < q y <F C s , g max f l max s x , u y s x , u . .  .  .  .r r
xlgg
Combining these two estimates, we get
f 1 y t a q bt y f a .  . .1y q< <U s x , u , s x , u ; f l F dt . .  . . Hr r t 1 y t .0
< < < <F 2C s , g max f l max s x . .  .  . /r /
xlgg
A ATaking the summation as r from 1 to ` and using the definition of s
yield the desired result. This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.4.
5 5 ` <  . <Proof of the theorem. Let us denote r by r s s q  max s x .` rs1 x r
Since f is analytic in the closed disk of radius r, let g be a contour
surrounding a disk of radius r centered at the origin, with f analytic both
inside and on g . Let e ) 0. By Runge's theorem, there is a polynomial P
<  .  . <such that f z y P z - e for all z inside and on g . Proceeding as the
 .proof of Lemma 6.3, f op s is defined via Cauchy's integral formula on g
as parameter n sufficiently large. With this class of functions, we consider
the following increment:
D f s tr f op s y op f s .  .  .n
`log n
y qy U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f .  . . r r24p rs1
qU s 1, uy , s 1, uq ; f . .  . . .r r
If we replace f by a polynomial P, then by Lemma 3.1, we have
  . .   . .lim D P rlog n s 0. It remains to show lim D f rlog n s 0.nª` n nª` n
By Lemma 6.4, we have
`
y q< < < < A AU s x , u , s x , u ; f l F C s , g max f l s , .  .  . .  . . r r  /
lggrs1
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 .where C s , g is a constant depending on s and g . It follows from this
and Lemma 6.3 that
5 5D f y P F f y P op s y op f y P s .  .  .  . 1n
Rlog n
y q< <q U s 0, u , s 0, u ; f y P .  . . r r24p rs1
< y q <q U s 1, u , s 1, u ; f y P .  . .r r
< <F max f l y P l O log n F e O log n . .  .  .  .
lgg
We have
D f y P .n
lim sup F Ce ,
log nnª`
where C is a constant. By letting e ª 0, we also have
D f D P D f y P .  .  .n n n
lim sup s lim sup q s 0. /log n log n log nnª` nª`
Finally, a direct computation gives
n 1 j2p
tr op f s s f s , u du .  H  / /2p n0js0
nn 1 j2p
s f s , u du . H  / /2p n n0js0
The last sum on the right is the Riemann sum of a smooth function and we
have, as n ª `,
n 11 2p
tr op f s s f s x , u du dx q O .  . .H H  / /2p n0 0
n 1 2p
s f s x , u du dx q O 1 . .  . .H H2p 0 0
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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